Biosourced
Colored nail polish
Nail Care
Our Biosourced formulas
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MADE FOR You
Centre 7 – Your cosmetic contract manufacturer
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Our Biosourced
formulas
A NEW WORLD OPENS UP TO YOU
A new generation of formulation

Wear

Drying

Gloss

Ingredients

Formulas

Application
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Glamorous nails & healthy.
Think biosourced!

Biosourced
Colored nail polish
Nail Care

The Eco-Friendly trend
A base of plant solvents, bio-based ingredients.
Allocating an intense color, and a wear to 5 days.
The formula of our varnish contains ingredients of natural and

renewable origin (sugar cane, corn, cotton).

MAKE THE DIFFERENCE !

Farewell to
petrochemical
solvents !

.
The formula of the base is eco-responsible
Bio-Based Top Coat MAC-6286A 87% Natural
Bio-Based Base Coat MAC-6283A 85% Naturally Occurring

Bio-Based Suspension Base MAC-6281A 77% of Natural Origin
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Innovate & Customize
your polish & nail care
Biosourced
Active ingredient

Colour..

Natural
hydrating
strengthening

OILS
moisturizing,
fortifying, protective,
nourishing

YOUR PRODUCT
Personalized

TEXTURE

FORMULA
Natural
ingredients

Touch

EFFICIENCY
Wear, Glosse
Application, Drying
time

Biosourced

Optimization of functional parameters
Holding, Shine, Application, Drying

Colored nail polish

WEAR

DRYING

The future is here!

GLOSS

APPLICATION

RADIANT NAILS & RADIANT FOR A LONG TIME

Our varnish formulas, are 10 free & biosourced, they offer a

beautiful hold and guarantee a nice shine.
For a sophisticated and professional rendering.
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The must? Its composition can be customized from natural
active ingredients recognized for their claim of moisturizer,

nourishing, and strengthen your nails, Silicum, Bamboo, etc...
Made in France, Cruelty-free

Biosourced
Colored nail polish
An immensity of
possibilities
VARIOUS COLORS
Endless colors, with the possibility of adding biobased glitter.
From light to dark shades, and one or more vegetable
oils for healthy nails.

CUSTOM IZED COLORS
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You have the option to fully customize your project.
Choose your shades, and your biosourced formula +
oils. For a unique varnish that looks like you.

Oil Customization Option

Customization option
With the + properties from oils
YOUR BIOSOURCED FORMULA + OILS (2 IN 1)
A healthy and complete formulation.
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Oil Customization Option

The + of oils
WHY ADD OIL TO YOUR BIOSOURCED FORMULA?

Vegetable oils are essential beauty treatments. You are
looking to take care of your nails. For this, nothing better
than a vegetable oil to nourish your nails and soothe the skin
around. All vegetable oils will come to nourish the nails and
the skin: wheat germ oil, rosehip, avocado, nigella ... Thanks to
the fatty acids they contain.
On the other hand, there are some that are more suitable for

particular areas and that are soothing. For example for
feeding the cuticles, jojoba oil and sweet almond oil are
excellent. Castor oil in particular, thanks to its high content of
vitamin E, is the most effective for fortifying those who are
fragile and brittle. Sweet almond oil also helps to harden and
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moisturize the nails.

Oil Customization Option

Many possibilities :
Aloe Vera
Linseed oil
olive oil
Orange oil
Orchid oil
Blueberry oil

Camellia oil
Poppy Oil
Macadamia oil
Walnut oil
Peony oil
Musk rose oil
Sweet almond oil
Argan oil
Tea tree oil

Vegetable Keratin
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Borage oil

ROOM FOR CREATIVITY

Care oils

Instant Dry
Sèche vite

Biosourced
FORMULA C21-02584

Eco-certified formula

Psiflow 6
Based on hydrogenation, this very sweet emollient offers the
same volatilities, viscosities and touches as the references.

Cetiol ultimate
The CETIOL Ultimate is a 100% emollient of natural origin
with ultra-fast, non-polar and very dry spreading, ultralight
and volatile touch.

Your manicure is shiny, it lasts longer and dries in a
few minutes.
We like:
- Its ultra glossy shine
- Respectful of nature
- Its contribution in nutrition with sweet almond oil &
vitamin E.

Sweet almond oil
Briten nails are the struggle of many women today. Sweet
almond oil is very effective in remedying this thanks to its
richness in iron and vitamins.

Instructions for use
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Apply a layer after each varnish
application.

Tocopherol
Vitamin E

Contact us
OUR COORDINATES

OUR ADRESS
9 chemin de la chatte,

87290 Saint Sornin Leulac
OUR PHONE NUMBER

05 55 76 20 83
MAIL ADRESS

info@centre7.com
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*On request according to
the COSMOS repository

